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Shane Archer is solid, dependable and reliable while his younger brother, Rob, is reckless, selfish and
unpredictable. Never close during their formative years, and further divided by distance in adulthood, they
live disconnected lives until the corkscrew of life pits them on a collision course. They love, they laugh, they
lose and with broken hearts and messed up lives they find strength in the women they love and in their
family. Could each be the agent of salvation for the other, or will they be torn apart forever? A Muddy Red
River traces the course of the lives of broken people who discover power to overcome adversity.
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From Reader Review A Muddy Red River for online ebook

Sharon Marie Himsl says

This is a story of two adult brothers who have lost their way. Rob Archer, the younger rebellious one, lives in
Thailand and is a frequent visitor of seedy bars and houses of ill-repute. Shane Archer, the older more
responsible brother, stayed home in Australia where he married and teaches English as a Second Language to
foreign students. Rob gets himself into a pickle when it appears he may have committed a murder. He flees
Thailand but leaves behind the only good thing in his life at the moment, a Thai sex worker he has fallen
deeply in love with. The two had planned to marry. Shane, on the other hand, is in a "good" marriage but has
discovered he isn't in love with his wife. He's flirting with students and a co-worker, and the whole idea of
adultery. Life events bring the two brothers together, forcing them to confront their demons. Both experience
the grace of God in the end and find love and meaning in life. The author does a fine job contrasting the
differences between White and Asian cultures. An engaging story and good characterizations throughout.

Vibha Hegde says

I received this book from the author as a part of Goodreads Giveaway.
This book is really amazing with its metaphors, sarcasm and slamming the facts in the face!
This is the story of two brother as different as black and white, go through, love, lose it and overcome grief
with the help of each other, learning about their grey sides. They fight life at so many turns and learn to
accept it with all its ups and downs. The beauty of the book lies in its narration and infusion of honest
thoughts at certain situation. The book was splendid in its plot development, character development and story
line.
The unique thing about the book is, it doesn't start with a slow pace and end with BANG! Its in a constant
state of rising and falling and makes the reader feel the story to be more realistic.
For a detailed review, visit my blog: https://dreambookreviews.wordpress.co...

Christie Kraemer says

Wasn't sure what to expect but found myself identifying with Shane Archer, the teacher brother who
experiences an active fantasy life. D.A. Cairns writes in the style reminiscent of the 1950's Detective writers
and he does it well.

I was drawn in from the first sentence to the last paragraph. I'll be expecting many more great stories from
this talented writer.

Jane Cohan says

Love the novel. I couldn't put it down. D.A.Cairns is an incredible author with a fantastic imagination whose
books you soon become to like and love. You could read a first novel, and then you would look for the
others.




